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By Mr. Dever of Arlington, petition of the Massachusetts State Engineers’
Association, Inc.,, and Edward J. Dever, Jr., relative to the regulation of the
practice of land surveying. State Administration.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Sixty-Nine.

An Act relative to the regulation of the practice of land
SURVEYING.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in
General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same as
folloivs :

1 Chapter 112 of the General Laws is hereby amended by
2 striking out the last paragraph of section 81D, as appearing
3 in section 2 of chapter 584 of the acts of 1958, and inserting
4 in place thereof the following paragraphs:
5 A person practices land surveying within the meaning of
6 this chapter who, either in a public or private capacity, does
7 or offers to do any one or more of the following:
S (a) Locates, relocates, establishes, re-establishes, or re-
-9 traces any property line or boundary of any parcel of land
10 or any road, right of way, easement, alignment or elevation
11 for any of the fixed works embraced within the practice of
12 civil engineering, as determined by the board.
13 (5) Makes any survey for the subdivision or resubdivision
14 of any tract of land.
15 (c) By the use of the principles of land surveying deter-

-16 mines the position for any monument or reference point
boundary or corner, or sets,

inument or reference point,
ation or contour of the earth’s

17 which marks a property line,
18 resets or replaces any such m
19 (d) Determines the configui
20 surface or the position of fix
21 thereto, by the means of me;
22 applying the principles of trij
23 (e) Geodetic or cadastral si

Ed objects thereon or related
isuring lines and angles, and
;onometry or photogrammetry.

surveying.
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24 (/) Determines the information shown or to be shown on
25 any map or document prepared or furnished in connection
26 with any one or more of the functions described in subsec-
-27 tions (a), (b), (c), ( d ) and (e).

28 (</) Surveys made exclusively for geological or landscaping
29 purposes, which do not involve the determination of any
10 property line do not constitute surveying within the meaning
11 of this chapter.
32 Surveys authorized under this chapter do not include the
33 design, either in whole or in part, of any structure of fixed
34 works embraced within the practice of civil engineering.


